**Ag_{11}(SG): A New Cluster Identified by Mass Spectrometry and Optical Spectroscopy**
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### Supporting Information

**ABSTRACT:** We report a one-step and high yield synthesis of a red-luminescent silver cluster with the molecular formula, Ag_{11}(SG)$_7$ (SG: glutathionate) via reduction of silver ions by sodium borohydride in the presence of the tripeptide, glutathione (GSH). The as-prepared cluster shows prominent absorption features at 485 and 625 nm in its UV–vis absorption spectrum. Aging of the as-prepared cluster solution led to the disappearance of the 625 nm peak, followed by broadening of the 485 nm peak to give three maxima at ~487, 437, and 393 nm in its absorption spectrum. These peaks remain unchanged even after polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE), where a single band was observed confirming high purity of the cluster formed. Electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI MS) reveal the composition of the cluster to be Ag$_{11}$(SG)$_7$ with multiple sodium attachments to the ligand to give −3 and −2 charged species. These compositions match well with their calculated isotope patterns. Extensive MS/MS was performed to understand the fragmentation. Potential atomic structures are discussed based on density functional theory calculations and comparisons for optical absorption spectra using Ag$_{11}$(SCH$_3$)$_7$ as the model. Photoluminescence of this cluster was selectively quenched in the presence of Hg(II) and Cu(II) separately. Detection limit was found to be below their permissible limits in drinking water set by US EPA. Ag$_{11}$(SR)$_7$ cluster is awaiting crystallization. A good number of thiol-protected gold clusters, notably, Ag$_{32}$(SR)$_{16}$, Ag$_{36}$(SR)$_{24}$, Ag$_{38}$(SR)$_{26}$, Ag$_{102}$(SR)$_{44}$, Ag$_{30}$(S)$_{18}$, etc., have been crystallized due to their better stability. However, inherently poor stability limited the crystallization of silver clusters to just a few; namely, [Ag$_{14}$(SC$_6$H$_3$F$_2$)$_{12}$(PPh$_3$)$_8$], [Ag$_{16}$(DPPE)$_4$(SC$_6$H$_3$F$_2$)$_{14}$], [Ag$_{32}$(DPPE)$_3$(SC$_6$H$_4$CF$_3$)$_{24}$], and [Ag$_{64}$(SR)$_{32}$]. Apart from the crystal structure, mass spectrometry is another way to understand the molecular formulas of the clusters. There are many reports of mass spectrometric studies of monolayer-protected gold clusters, but the number is still limited in the case of silver clusters especially when they are water-soluble. There are reports on silver clusters such as Ag$_7$(MSA)$_{12}$, Ag$_{75}$(MSA)$_{27}$, Ag$_{26}$(MSA)$_{17}$, Ag$_{102}$(MSA)$_{40}$, Ag$_{32}$(S)$_{18}$, etc., whose chemical formulas were obtained using mass spectrometry (DMSA, MSA, SG, and PET refer to dimercaptosuccinic acid, mercaptosuccinic acid, glutathione and phenylethanethiol, all in the thiolate form).

With regard to applications of noble metal clusters, there are reports on their use in energy, environment, biology, catalysis,
et al. One of the important advantages of water-soluble clusters is their use in sensing toxic metal ions in drinking water. Metal ions such as mercury, cadmium, and lead cause severe health effects in human and aquatic life. It is very important to develop sensors for selective detection of this kind of ions down to their permissible levels. Absorption and photoluminescence features are found to be affected by the interactions of metal ions (and anions) with clusters. Possible reasons for photoluminescence quenching are aggregation of clusters, redox reactions, metallophilic interactions, etc.

In this article, we report a one-step and high yield synthesis of monodispersed red-luminescent silver cluster of composition Ag₁₁(SG)₂. This core is reported for the first time. This cluster is characterized using mass spectrometric (ESI MS), spectroscopic (UV–vis absorbance, photoluminescence, X-ray photoelectron, and infrared spectroscopy), and microscopie (transmission electron microscopy) tools. Computational modeling suggests a structural motif that is validated by the comparison of calculated and measured optical absorption spectra. These clusters were employed for sensing Hg(II) and Cu(II) in water.

### EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

**Chemicals.** All the chemicals were procured from various sources and used without further purification. Silver nitrate (AgNO₃, 99%), glutathione reduced (GSH, 97%, Aldrich), acrylamide (AR grade), N,N'-methylenebis(acrylamide) (BIS) (AR grade), ammonium persulfate, and N,N,N',N'-tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) were obtained from SRL Chemical Co. Ltd., India. Sodium borohydride (NaBH₄, 99.99%, Aldrich), ethanol (HPLC grade, 99.9%, Aldrich), and methanol (HPLC grade) were used as received.

**Synthesis of Ag₁₁(SG)₂.** About 650 mmol of GSH was added to 50 mL of MeOH under ice cold conditions maintained through ice bath and stirred for 10 min. About 130 mmol of AgNO₃ dissolved in 0.5 mL of Millipore water was mixed with the GSH solution, and the mixture was stirred for 15 min to form silver thiolates. About 7 mL (1.4 mol) of ice cold sodium borohydride was added to the mixture dropwise, and the solution stirred for another 15 min for complete reduction of thiolates to clusters. The as-formed clusters were not completely soluble in methanol, and they started precipitating. Excess MeOH was added for complete precipitation. The sample was centrifuged at 7000 rpm and washed repeatedly with methanol to remove the excess ligand and thiolates. The precipitate was dried by rotavapor to get a powder. About 55 mg of powder can be achieved in a single synthesis, and hence, the yield is about 85% in terms of Ag content in the reactant and the product.

**Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis (PAGE).** PAGE was performed as per the literature. A Biorad, Mini-protein Tetra cell with 1 mm thick spacer was utilized to process the PAGE. The as-prepared cluster was dissolved in water (10 mg/mL) and kept at 20 °C for 30 min. After that, the solution was centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 3–4 min and dissolved in 5% (v/v) glycerol–water solution (1 mL). The sample solution (1 mL) was loaded onto a 1 mm gel and eluted for 5 h at a constant voltage of 150 V. Only a single band was observed. The gel fraction containing the clusters was cut out, and the cluster was extracted into distilled water. The extracted cluster solution was centrifuged to remove the gel material and used further for UV–vis, PL, and ESI MS study.

**Sensing Metal Ions.** Solutions of the cluster (~1 mg/mL water) and metal ions of known concentration were prepared initially. Equal volumes of cluster and metal ion solutions (typically 3 mL each) were mixed, and PL measurements were taken after 5 min. It should be noted that the concentrations of metal ions mentioned are the final values in these solutions.

**Instrumentation.** UV–vis spectra were recorded with a PerkinElmer Lambda 25 instrument in the range of 200–1100 nm with a band-pass of 1 nm. Photoluminescence measurements were carried out on a Jobin Yvon NanoLog instrument. The band-pass for excitation and emission was set at 3 nm. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were done using an Omicron ESCA Probe spectrometer with polychromatic Mg Kα X-rays (hν = 1253.6 eV) with a constant analyzer energy of 20 eV. High resolution transmission electron microscopy of clusters was carried out with a JEOL 3010 instrument. The samples were drop-cast on carbon-coated copper grids and allowed to dry under ambient conditions. FTIR spectra were measured with a PerkinElmer Spectrum One instrument. KBr crystals were used as the matrix for preparing samples.

**Mass Spectrometric Analysis.** Thermo scientific LTQ XL ESI MS was used for mass spectrometric analysis. Experiments were carried out in both positive and negative ion modes, but nothing significant was observed in the positive mode other than the ligand. Therefore, further experiments were done in the negative ion mode. MS² experiments were performed in the collision induced dissociation (CID) mode with varying collision energy. We have also performed a capillary temperature-dependent study, but no extra peak was observed. As the instrumental settings are important, we list them below:

- **solvent:** 1:1 (v/v) H₂O/MeOH
- **sample flow rate:** 10 μL/min
- **vaporizer temperature:** 582 °C
- **capillary temperature:** 275 °C
- **source voltage:** 5.47 kV
- **source current:** −6.31 μA
- **capillary voltage:** −42.97 V
- **tube lens voltage:** −82.66 V

We have performed several control experiments to confirm that our cluster is not a fragment from a bigger cluster due to the temperature or potentials used in ESI MS. We have performed a capillary temperature-dependent experiment ranging from 80 to 300 °C, and no change in the mass spectrum was seen. We have also changed source voltage from 1.5 kV to 8 kV and found that only peak intensity changes while changing the voltage. No new peak appeared at higher mass at lower voltages or reduced temperatures.

### RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

**Spectroscopic Characterization.** Clusters were synthesized following the above-mentioned method. The reaction was done in the presence of excess MeOH at ice cold conditions. MeOH was used for precipitating the clusters and to remove excess ligand and thiolates, which probably helped us to get this stable cluster in solution. In our method, we have done the reaction in MeOH, and hence, once the cluster was formed, it started precipitating due to the presence of excess MeOH in the solution. By this process we could avoid contamination of excess ligand and thiolates, which are soluble in methanol. The precipitate was centrifuged and washed repeatedly to remove excess thiol (if any) and dried by rotavapor to get a powder. The yield was 85% in terms of the silver content.
Optical absorption spectrum of the as-synthesized (crude, without washing) cluster showed two humps positioned at 625 nm (1.98 eV) and 485 nm (2.55 eV), with the latter being more prominent. The peak positions remain the same after washing with MeOH. The peak shape started changing with the disappearance of the 625 nm peak and broadening of the 485 nm peak, which resulted in three relatively smaller humps centered at 487, 437, and 393 nm. This happened at room temperature (25°C) when the clusters were dissolved in water and kept for 30 min (see Figure 1A). This conversion implies that in the beginning a metastable cluster was formed, which was converted to a stable one in solution. After this, the spectrum remained the same without any change in absorbance.

Three distinct excitation peaks were observed at 385, 440, and 510 nm in the photoluminescence spectrum, all of which resulted in the same emission maximum at 705 nm (Figure 1B). The clusters are red-luminescent under UV irradiation as shown in Figure 1A. As reported before, water-soluble silver clusters do not show high quantum yield unlike gold clusters. We have obtained a quantum yield of 0.8% for these clusters using Rhodamine 6G as the reference.

To check whether the cluster is a single one or a mixture, we have performed PAGE separation, a well developed technique in cluster science. We have observed a single band in PAGE (see the inset of Figure 2) confirming the high purity of the as-synthesized cluster. There are reports where PAGE was used for the analysis of mixture of clusters.

We have cut the band, and the cluster was extracted into water for further study. The same UV-vis absorption features were observed confirming that the cluster is monodisperse in as-synthesized form (Figure 2). The band was also fluorescent under UV irradiation and showed similar excitation and emission feature in the photoluminescence spectra as shown in Figure 1B. We have compared our UV-vis absorption data with previously reported glutathione protected silver clusters. Our absorption spectral data are nearly matching with band 2 in this report, which was assigned to be Ag$_{315}$. This implies our cluster is unlikely to be bigger than Ag$_{315}$. Monodisperse clusters were observed in TEM analysis with an average size of 1 nm as shown in Figure S1 (Supporting Information). XPS survey spectrum of clusters confirms the presence of elements, Ag, S, C, O, N, and Na (Figure 3). Silver in the cluster close to the zerovalent state was confirmed from the Ag 3d$_{3/2}$ position in XPS (368.0 eV) (Figure 3i). However, the S 2p$_{3/2}$ peak at 162.5 eV proved the Ag–S bonding in the cluster (Figure 3ii). Thiolate bound to noble metals is seen at this binding energy (BE). Infrared spectroscopy was performed to check the corresponding changes in the ligand after cluster formation. The S–H stretching frequency at 2525 cm$^{-1}$ was absent after cluster formation, which confirms successful binding of Ag to sulfur of glutathione (Figure S2, Supporting Information).

**Mass Spectrometric Understanding.** A 1:1 MeOH:H$_2$O (v/v) mixture was used for further characterization of the
cluster using ESI MS. A negative ion ESI MS is shown in Figure 4 where two distinct envelopes (labeled *) were observed in

the mass range of m/z 1100–1200 and 1650–1800 with specific separation between the neighboring peaks due to sodium attachment. Besides, a few thiolates were also seen. The optimized conditions are given in the experimental section. No peak was observed in the higher mass region confirming absence of any bigger cluster core. We have thoroughly examined each and every parameter affecting the mass spectrum. We have performed flow rate, capillary voltage, and capillary temperature dependence in details. At lower flow rate, peaks were not resolved well with proper isotope distribution. At higher flow rate, peaks become broader. About 10 μL/min was the optimum flow rate where we achieved a good signal intensity as well as resolution. We have tried to see the effect of capillary temperature over a range of 80 to 300 °C with 10 °C increase in each step. Here, no difference in the peak positions

other than signal intensity was noticed. As the cluster is smaller in size, it might be a fragment from a bigger parent cluster, which can happen in the presence of high voltage. We did not find any new peak at lower (1.5 kV) as well as higher (8 kV) source voltages, confirming that this is a new cluster and not a fragment. Note that smaller clusters like Ag_{7}, Ag_{8}, Ag_{9}, etc., were reported and characterized before, using ESI MS.\textsuperscript{12,16,17} We also have checked ESI MS of the PAGE separated sample, which resulted in the same mass peaks. Experimental and calculated spectra are in agreement with the assigned species as shown in the inset of Figure 4 for a triply charged species.

Peaks in the m/z 1100–1200 region are separated by m/z 7.3 corresponding to a triply charged species (Figure 5A), suggesting the presence of a species with Na attachment (m/z [Na−H]/3 = 7.33), whereas the separation is m/z 11 (m/z [Na−H]/2 = 11) for doubly charged species (in the range of m/z 1650–1800, Figure 5B). On the basis of these, the cluster is assigned to have a formula Ag_{11}(SG)_{7}Na^{−}.

Analogous Au clusters have been reported as well as crystallized with phosphine ligand in 1970.\textsuperscript{4,50} The calculated mass spectra of the clusters with specific charge state matches well with the experimentally observed one as shown in the inset of Figure 5A,B where both triply charged and doubly charged envelopes are expanded and plotted along with the calculated spectra. Multiple Na attachments are possible with GSH due to the presence of two −COOH groups. Such attachments were observed in Ag clusters before.\textsuperscript{12,16,17} For this specific cluster of interest, which contains 7 ligands, a maximum of 13, 12, and 11 Na attachments are possible for singly, doubly, and triply negative species, respectively. This observation was clear for the −2 charge region where a series of peaks separated by m/z 11 were observed and a maximum of 12 Na attachments is clear confirming the exact number of ligands (Figure 5B).

Extensive MS/MS analysis was performed to understand the fragmentation pattern of the ions (Figure 6). When the triply charged species (m/z 1130 was selected with an isotope width of 60, i.e., m/z 1100–1160, assigned to Ag_{11}(SG)Na^{−}) was allowed to fragment under collision induced dissociation (CID) with varying collision energy (Figure S3, Supporting Information), it readily loses one AgSG and forms Ag_{10}(SG)Na^{−}. At higher collision energy, we can also see some smaller thiolate fragments such as Ag_{3}SG^{2−}. When this Ag_{10}(SG)Na^{−} fragment was further allowed to dissociate under

Figure 3. XPS survey spectrum of AgSG cluster showing all the expected elements, Ag, S, C, O, N, and Na. Ag 3d and S 2p regions are expanded in (i) and (ii), respectively, showing Ag in Ag^{0} state and sulfur bound to metal.

Figure 4. ESI MS of the clusters in the negative ion mode showing −2 and −3 charged species along with some thiolates. Main peaks are marked with the * symbol. Experimental spectrum (blue trace) is in good agreement with the calculated mass spectrum (red trace) of the species as shown in the inset.

Figure 5. Expanded negative mode ESI MS of Ag_{11}(SG)_{7} clusters in m/z 1100–1150 (A) and 1650–1800 (B) ranges. Multiple sodium attachments to glutathione ligand is evident from both the double (A) and triply (B) charged species. Good match of the experimental and calculated mass spectra for Ag_{11}(SG)_{7} with and without sodium adducts is also seen.
system indicated a family of low-energy structures that all share an Ag₇ core protected with two Ag(SR)₂ and one Ag₂(SR)₃ motifs. Figure S5, Supporting Information, shows six structural candidates that are all located within 0.85 eV (Table S1, Supporting Information). Their HOMO–LUMO energy gaps vary within 1.65 to 2.29 eV indicating a remarkable electronic stability. The computed optical spectra show two to three absorption features (Figure S6a–f, Supporting Information). The best agreement to experiment is shown by structure “f” that has absorption maxima 360, 410, and 509 nm as shown in Figure 7. These compare quite well to the experimental peaks at 393, 437, and 487 nm (Figure 1). This structural isomer is within 0.2 eV from the lowest-energy structure. Use of a different (simple, noncharged) thiol in the computational models may explain the uncertainty to assign a prominent “best” structural candidate in this case. Use of the actual glutathione as a ligand would increase the computational effort significantly due to requirements to consider ligand-charging and solvent interactions as well. We also searched structures based on the crystallographically known Au₁₁(PR₇)Cl₃ cluster. The resulting cluster is a very high-energy isomer (1.65 eV) and its HOMO–LUMO gap is rather small (0.84 eV) indicating that structural motifs that are known for gold may not be formed for silver.

Clusters for Metal Ion Sensing. The as-synthesized clusters are red luminescent under UV light. This property was utilized for sensing metal ions. A series of transition metal ions, namely, As(III), As(V), Cd(II), Co(III), Cu(II), Fe(II), Hg(II), Pb(II), and Zn(II) were used for this study. Among them, Cu(II) and Hg(II) showed significant quenching in luminescence as shown in Figure 8A. Relative luminescence intensity is plotted in Figure 8B. Corresponding photographs are shown in the inset. Hg(II) contamination in water is one of the examples of heavy metal toxicity. It is known that Hg(II) interacts with the metal cluster core and oxidize the metal, and by this redox process, the luminescence is quenched. We examined the detection limit of Hg(II) using fluorescence intensity. Just after the addition of 1 ppb (final concentration), there is an instant decrease of 15% in the fluorescence intensity. There was a linear decrease with subsequent increase in Hg(II)
concentration up to 1000 ppb, as shown in Figure 8C,D. The detection limit was found to be 1 ppb based on photoluminescence quenching. This is below the limit (2 ppb) set by United States Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA) for drinking water. However, for a practical application, significant additional work is needed. The cluster was sensitive to copper also down to 0.5 ppm due to metallophilic interactions.

**SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS**

In summary, we present a combined experimental and theoretical study of a new silver cluster with molecular formula, Ag$_{11}$(SG)$_7$. One-step, high yield synthesis resulted in a monodisperse red-luminescent cluster. Theoretical modeling on the structure and UV−vis absorption spectrum support our experimental findings and the formula of the cluster. DFT calculations suggest a seven atom core protected with two Ag(SR)$_2$ and one Ag$_2$(SR)$_3$ motifs. Detailed mass spectrometric investigation confirmed the presence of a single cluster. Extensive MS/MS was performed to understand the fragmentation pattern and thiolate formation under collision induced dissociation process. Gas phase association of smaller fragments to create larger analogues opens up new possibilities of catalysis, and studies proved the availability of free Ag sites on the cluster fragments, which could yield specific reactions. Finally, Ag$_{11}$ clusters were used in specific sensing of Cu(II) and Hg(II) ions down to permissible limits in drinking water.
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